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Abstract— This paper is concerned with scalar quantization of 
transform coefficients in an audio codec. The generalized Gaussian 
distribution (GGD) is used as an approximation of 
one-dimensional probability density function for transform 
coefficients obtained by modulated lapped transform (MLT) or 
modified cosine transform (MDCT) filterbank. The rationale of 
the model is provided in comparison with theoretically achievable 
rate-distortion function. The rate-distortion function computed for 
the random sequence obtained from a real sequence of samples 
from a large database is compared with that computed for random 
sequence obtained by a GGD random generator. A simple 
algorithm of constructing the Extended Zero Zone (EZZ) 
quantizer is proposed. Simulation results show that the EZZ 
quantizer yields a negligible loss in terms of coding efficiency 
compared to optimal scalar quantizers. Furthermore, we describe 
an adaptive version of the EZZ quantizer which works efficiently 
with low bitrate requirements for transmitting side information.  
 
 
Index Terms— Adaptive lossy coding, audio data, generalized 
Gaussian distribution, non-uniform quantization, scalar 
quantization, uniform quantization. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ost of perceptual audio codecs are based on the 
cosine-modulated filterbanks. Previous researches show 
that high transform gains can be obtained from such filterbanks 
with reasonable implementation complexity [1]–[3]. Typically, 
psychoacoustic module in perceptual audio codec is used to 
optimize the allocation of bit resource across subbands of an 
audio signal. Psychoacoustic module takes into account human 
ear sensitivity to detect distortions of an original sound, 
depending on frequency range, amplitude, neighboring (in 
frequency or time domain) sounds, and so on.  
Critically sampled filterbank for each frame of N 
time-domain samples outputs N frequency-domain spectrum 
coefficients that are to be quantized and lossless encoded.  
The quantization module is one of the most important 
modules of the audio codec. The quantizer receives the 
transform coefficients from the filterbank and the required 
quantization precision from the PAM module (see Fig.1).  
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The output of the quantizer is further processed by a lossless 
entropy encoder. For example, properly designed arithmetic 
encoder, as one of entropy encoders, can provide the same 
coding rate as entropy of the quantized data. Therefore, the 
entropy of quantized data can be considered as criteria for 
quantization analysis. The goal of this paper is to develop a 
quantizer that produces output data with a minimum entropy 
value under a given restriction on the quantization precision. 
In general, there are two competing classes of quantizers: 
scalar and vector quantizers [4], [5]. Within each class we can 
also choose among different types of quantizers. The optimal 
choice, of course, depends on the range of bit rates and on the 
source model. However, there are some important practical 
limitations which make scalar quantization more favorable. The 
first is coding and reconstruction complexity. The coding gain 
of vector quantization over scalar quantization grows slowly 
with the quantization dimension, whereas memory consumption 
and computational complexity grows exponentially [4], [5]. 
One more argument in favor of scalar quantization is related 
to the adaptation of a quantizer to dynamic changes in source 
data probability distribution. Typically, the codebook of vector 
quantization is constructed from some training data set of audio 
signals. This codebook might be inefficient for audio signals, 
because we can have a very unusual input that is quite different 
from data set used in the construction of the codebook. This 
might not happen for scalar quantizer since each component is 
processed separately. 
Yet another (and probably the most important one for low- 
rate audio codecs) argument is more sophisticated. It takes into 
account specific properties of the generalized Gaussian 
distribution (GGD) random variables. We will show in Section 
III that the potential coding gain of vector quantization heavily 
depends on bit rate and the parameters of GGD, or more 
general, on “tails” of distribution.  The well- known estimate of 
vector quantization gain of 1.54 dB (for the MSE as a distortion 
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Fig. 1.  Quantization module for audio. 
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criterion) is valid under the assumption of high rates or small 
distortions (see [9], [10]). It appears that for distributions with 
heavy  tails the distortions become “small” for much higher 
rates than for, say, Gaussian distribution. We will show in 
Section III that for GGD with small value of the parameter 
 for coding rates below 1 bit per sample the rate-distortion 
function of the scalar quantization is very close to that of the 
vector quantization, i.e. to the theoretical limit.  
This phenomenon makes the potential gain of vector 
quantization rather small and vector quantization loses against 
scalar quantization in terms of distortion/complexity tradeoff.  
We would consider closeness to theoretical limits on 
quantization performance as a figure of merit of concrete 
quantization scheme. For stationary random process such 
theoretical limits are defined by Shannon rate-distortion 
function. There are several obstacles when using this approach 
in real applications. They are: non-stationarity of real signals, 
complexity of their mathematical models, and the absence of 
analytical expressions for rate-distortion functions for most 
probability density functions.  
 Our approach to surmount these problems is similar to that 
used in universal lossless source coding [13]. We split spectral 
coefficients into subbands, assuming that the spectrum 
coefficients are stationary in subbands. For each subband, we 
estimate the parameters of GGD model, as it is illustrated in 
Section II. Parameters are estimated based on moment’s method. 
Then, we construct a quantizer for the source with GGD using 
these estimates instead of the unknown true values of 
parameters. In the theory of universal lossless source coding it is 
proven that similar strategy provides the rate arbitrarily close to 
the entropy of the source [13]. The redundancy of universal 
coding per encoded letter is proportional to   nn /log2  and 
vanishes with the increasing length n of the sequence used for 
estimating the unknown parameters. This redundancy value is 
interpreted as the cost of side information. The examples of side 
information are scale index, scale factor, etc that can strongly 
depend on type of quantizer.  
 For the GGD sources we show that a near optimum scalar 
quantizer can be found among uniform quantizers or extended 
zero-zone (EZZ) quantizers (the efficiency of optimum scalar 
quantization and uniform scalar quantization for GGD variables 
was studied in [6]). This means that not much side information 
about the quantizer needs to be transmitted for a given subband 
of a frame of the encoded data: only the quantization step and 
the relative width of the zero zone. Thereby, like in universal 
data compression, the cost of side information is relatively 
small, even for rather short quantized sequences. 
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II 
the source model is considered. In Section III we consider types 
of scalar quantizers and study their performance.   Section IV is 
devoted to EZZ quantizers. Adaptation of quantizer parameters 
to changing input data distribution is studied in Section V.  
 
II. SOURCE MODEL 
We consider the sequence of spectrum coefficients of each 
separate spectrum subband as a stationary sequence of 
independent identically distributed random variables. Thus the 
source model is fully described by a one-dimensional 
probability density function. 
 In multimedia applications like video- and audio- data 
coding, the generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) is often 
used as a source model. The corresponding probability density 
function has the form 
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Plots of f(x) are shown in Fig.2. Special cases of GGD are 
Gaussian distribution (α = 2), Laplacian distribution (α = 1) and 
uniform distribution (α→∞). 
 
The information-theoretical rate-distortion function R(D) [7] 
for a memoryless discrete-time stationary random process is 
defined as 
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where X and Y are the source alphabet and the approximation 
alphabet, respectively, 
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is mean mutual information between X and Y, and d(x,y) is a 
nonnegative function which is called distortion measure. We 
consider the mean squared error (MSE) 
 2),( yxyxd   
as a fidelity criterion. 
The rate-distortion function R(D) determines the least 
achievable bit rate R = R(D) under restriction that the mean 
distortion measure does not exceed D. We exploit numerical 
 
Fig. 2.  Generalized Gaussian distribution. 
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method [8] for computing R(D). 
To verify whether the GGD-model is appropriate for audio 
coding, we have done the following experiments. We split the 
MDCT spectrum coefficients of audio signals into subbands 
according to Bark scale and for each subband we generated a 
long data sequence obtained by applying an MDCT-based 
filterbank to a large bank of audio fragments. Then for each 
subband x1,…,xn the parameters of GGD were estimated. We 
assumed average value m = 0, and estimated variance as 

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The estimated parameter ˆ  of GGD is computed as a 
solution of the equation 
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The Blahut algorithm [8] was used to compute two 
rate-distortion functions for each subband: 
1) “Theoretical” function RT(D) was computed for discrete 
alphabet Xˆ  obtained by fine quantization of X with 
probabilities of Xx ˆ  found using GGD with α 
determined as a solution of (1).  
2) “Empirical” function RE(D) was computed for discrete 
alphabet Xˆ  obtained by fine quantization of X with 
probabilities of Xx ˆ  found as estimated probabilities 
directly from the real sample data sequence. 
One typical example of these two functions is given in Fig. 3 
for estimated GGD parameters α = 0.67 and σ2 = 1. It is clear 
from the figure that the two curves are almost indistinguishable, 
which confirms that GGD is a good mathematical model for 
MDCT spectrum coefficients. 
 
III. UNIFORM, OPTIMAL UNIFORM AND NON-UNIFORM SCALAR 
QUANTIZER 
We will start with upper bounds on the rate-distortion 
function for scalar quantization. 
Most of the estimates of quantization performance are 
derived for so-called “high resolution” quantization.  Under the 
assumption that the number of quantization levels is so large 
that the probability density function is almost uniform at each 
quantization step, the following estimate of the scalar 
quantization rate-distortion function RS(D) was obtained by 
Koshelev [9] and later by Gish and Pierce [10]: 
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where RSH(D) is the lower Shannon bound on rate-distortion 
function, which can be written in the form 
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In the above formula 
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Achievable scalar quantization performance was  thoroughly 
investigated by Farvardin and Modestino in [6], using 
Lagrangian minimization of the MSE, under restriction on the 
bit rate (more exactly, on the entropy of the approximation 
alphabet) over all quantizer parameters, for different number of 
quantization levels. It follows from [6] that optimum uniform 
quantization performances almost coincide with optimum 
quantization performance for broad class of probability 
distributions. This is not surprising, since it was established 
analytically by T. Berger [11] that for GGD with α=1 (Laplacian 
distribution) optimum uniform quantization is entropy-optimal. 
Rate-distortion functions for four generalized Gaussian 
distributions are shown in Figs. 47 together with performance 
of scalar quantizers. In each figure, R(D) denotes the 
rate-distortion functions obtained using Blahut algorithm; 
RSH(D) denotes Shannon bound (3), and the dotted line shows 
the Koshelev bound (2). Curves denoted by RUSQ(D) and 
ROUSQ(D) represent performance of uniform scalar quantization 
(USQ) and optimal uniform scalar quantization (OUSQ), 
respectively. Here, USQ implies that quantization procedure is 
performed as division of input data by the fixed quantization 
step (properly chosen to provide required bit rate) followed by 
rounding. Middle points of quantization intervals are used as the 
reconstruction values. 
The OUSQ differs from USQ in the reconstruction values 
which are computed as mass centers of quanta. We do not show 
RS(D) since it is indistinguishable from ROUSQ(D). 
 
Fig. 3.  Theoretical and empirical rate-distortion functions. 
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It is easy to see from the plots that the behavior of the 
rate-distortion functions for small α differs significantly from 
their behavior for Laplacian (α=1) and Gaussian distribution 
(α=2). In particular, for bit rates below 1 bit per sample scalar 
quantization is closer to theoretical minimum R(D) for small α 
than for large α. For example, the distortion level of 10-2 (20 dB) 
for Gaussian distribution (α = 2) can be achieved at bit rate of 
approximately 3.33 bits/sample using vector quantization, or at 
rate of 3.58 bits/sample with optimal scalar quantization. The 
same distortion level for GGD with α = 0.25 can be achieved at 
1.50 bits/sample using vector quantization and at rate of 1.61 
bits/sample using scalar quantization. Therefore, theoretically 
achievable gain of vector quantization 0.25 bits/sample cannot 
be achieved for typical sequences of transform coefficients of 
audio signals. 
Although uniform quantization itself can be easily 
implemented, the reconstruction is not so simple, because it 
requires storing reconstruction values for all quantization 
intervals. It could be possible to keep a full set of reconstruction 
levels if the bit rate is fixed and input signal is a stationary 
process. However, neither of the two conditions is valid in audio 
coding, and thus, using optimal uniform quantization became 
too complicated. We have found a much simpler solution that 
yields near-optimal scalar quantization. 
 
IV. EZZ SCALAR QUANTIZER 
In this section we present simulation results for quantizer 
with the extended zero zone (EZZ). The set of quantization 
thresholds can be described by the following set of numbers: 
      ,22,12,2, 111   jjjjB  , (4) 
where λ>0 is the scaling factor and j is the parameter which 
determines the size of the zero zone,   ,1,0j . 
It is clear from (4) that all thresholds are equally spaced with 
interval λ except the two thresholds ±λ2j-1 whose distance is λ2j. 
This value is the size of the zero zone.  Obviously, the scale 
B(0,λ) corresponds to the uniform quantization. Examples of the 
scales B(j,λ = 1) are shown in Fig. 8. 
 
Now let us choose the set of approximating values. We 
consider the following sets of quantizers: 
1) EZZ, with scales defined by (4) and approximating values 
placed in the middle of each quantization interval;  
2) OEZZ (Optimized EZZ) with scales defined by (4) and 
optimal approximating values placed into gravity mass 
center of the probability density function of each 
quantization interval; 
3) SOEZZ (Sub-optimal EZZ) with scales defined by (4) and 
 
Fig. 5.  Rate-distortion function for α = 0.5. 
  
 
Fig. 4.  Rate-distortion function for α = 0.25. 
  
 
Fig. 6.  Rate-distortion function for α = 1.0. 
  
       
Fig. 7.  Rate-distortion function for α = 2.0. 
  
 
 
Fig. 8.  Examples of quantization scales. 
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optimal approximating values for 2 intervals closest to the 
zero interval and all other approximating values placed in 
the middle points of the corresponding intervals. 
For a fixed bit rate R the corresponding distortion levels are 
related as 
)()()( RDRDRD OEZZSOEZZEZZ              (5) 
while the complexities and the amount of side information 
required for describing these quantizers are related in the 
opposite manner. Our goal is to estimate the gap between 
distortion values in (5) for the GGD random variables. 
The quantization gain is defined as 
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G
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where σ2 is the source data variance and D is quantization error 
variance. 
In (6) without loss of generality we can set σ2 = 1. Then the 
maximum achievable gain Gmax(R) under a fixed bit rate R can 
be computed as 
010max log10)( DRG  , 
where D0 is the solution of the equation 
RDR )( 0  
and R(D) is the rate-distortion function. 
If 
)(log10)( 10 RDRG   
denotes the quantization gain of some quantizer then we call the 
difference 
)()()( max RGRGRL   
the “loss of coding gain with respect to the theoretical limit”. 
Plots of L(R) for different quantizers and for different values 
of parameter α are shown in Fig 9. For α = 1 and α = 2 these 
plots are obtained numerically and for smaller α they are 
obtained by simulation.  
It follows from these plots that SOEZZ is very close to 
optimal scalar quantization for all distributions and especially 
for small α which are typical for spectrum quantization problem. 
Note also that the gain of SOEZZ with respect to uniform 
quantization is rather high. In particular, for small α this gain 
approaches 0.5 dB, while for large α the gain achieves 1 dB. 
 
 
 
 
Notice again that the gain loss with respect to vector 
quantization is near 0.5 dB only for bit rates about 1 bit/sample. 
The efficiency of known vector quantization and trellis 
quantization schemes with reasonable complexities is also 
roughly 0.5 dB below the theoretical limit. 
 
 
(a) 
  
 
(b) 
  
 
(c) 
  
 
(d) 
Fig. 9. Loss of coding gain with respect to theoretical limit. (a) GGD 
distribution with parameter α = 0.25, (b) GGD distribution with parameter 
α=0.5, (c) GGD distribution with parameter α = 1.0, (d) GGD distribution 
with parameter α = 2.0 
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V. ADAPTIVE SCALAR QUANTIZATION 
It follows from the above considerations that near-optimal 
quantization performance can be achieved using SOEZZ which, 
according to (4), can be completely described by 3 parameters: 
quantization step λ, zero zone width j, and approximating value 
a1 for the first non-zero quantization interval. The EZZ 
quantizer has slightly worse results than SOEZZ and can be 
described by two parameters: quantization step λ, and zero zone 
width j. Both EZZ and SOEZZ quantizer can be efficiently used 
for practical implementation.  The OEZZ quantizer has best 
results, but it is not used since the number of of parameters to be 
transmitted to decoder as side information is large (as many as 
number of quanta in a scale).  
The following approach can be used for estimating the EZZ, 
SOEZZ or OEZZ quantizer parameters.  
The rate-distortion functions for typical values of α for the 
EZZ, SOEZZ or OEZZ quantizer have to be known to the 
encoder. These functions can be kept in the form of data arrays 
or as simple approximate analytical expressions (e.g. 
interpolation polynomials). A typical function of SOEZZ is 
shown in Fig. 10 for α = 0.5, σ = 1. These functions for EZZ and 
OEZZ can differ only in regions of scale index using. Notice 
that for each point (R,D) of the rate-distortion function the 
optimal parameters (λ,j) are known to the encoder. 
 
Let (x1,…,xn) be the data sequence to be quantized. The 
adaptive quantization procedure for EZZ quantizer is shown in 
Fig.11, and can be modified to use with any type of extended 
zero-zone quantizer. For SOEZZ, we need additional estimate 
reconstruction value of first non-zero quantum. For OEZZ 
quantizer, we need estimate reconstruction value of all non-zero 
quanta.  
 
Procedure starts with estimating GGD parameters for which 
we use the same approach as in [12]. First, the variance 
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estimates are computed. The estimated parameter ˆ  of GGD is 
found as a solution of the equation 
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To compute the quantizer parameters the required distortion 
level D obtained from PAM module must be normalized by  
2ˆ , and the function R(D) corresponding to the estimated ˆ  
has to be used for evaluating  j and λ.  
If SOEZZ quantizer is considered then one more calculation 
is needed. After quantization, the reconstruction level a1 can be 
computed as follows 
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where the sum is computed over all i such that |xi| belong to the 
first non-zero quantization interval and n1 is the number of 
elements in this sum. 
If OEZZ quantizer is considered then following calculations 
are required. After quantization, the reconstruction level of each 
non-zero quantum aj can be computed as follows 
1:| | [ , ]
1
i j j
j i
i x b bj
a x
n

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where the sum is computed over all i such that |xi| belong to the 
j-th non-zero quantization interval and nj is the number of 
elements in this sum. 
 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
We analyzed efficiency of scalar quantization followed by 
entropy coding, used for encoding filterbank outputs of an audio 
codecs. The GGD is used as a model of one-dimensional 
 
Fig. 10.  Parameters of  the SOEZZ quantizer. 
  
 
Fig. 11.  Adaptive quantization. 
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probability distribution model of the data to be quantized. Using 
the Blahut algorithm for evaluating the rate-distortion function 
we have shown that the theoretically achievable efficiency 
computed from the model virtually coincides with the empirical 
rate-distortion function obtained directly from the long audio 
data sequence.  Thereby we justify the choice of the GGD as a 
source model. 
The potential efficiency of scalar quantization was estimated 
and compared with vector quantization efficiency. For typical 
audio data the gain of vector quantization over scalar 
quantization is rather small. Moreover, the efficiency of the 
uniform scalar quantization and the extended zero-zone (EZZ) 
quantization is close to that of optimum scalar quantization. 
The important advantage of uniform and EZZ quantization is 
that they can be described by a small number of parameters. 
Therefore EZZ quantization used for adaptive quantization does 
not require transmitting a large amount of side information. 
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